Disease scores for the different lines in the original five-point scale. The data are in a stacked format. Column headers are in parentheses. Each row represents the original five point phenotypic scale (Disease_Score) with the F4 or F5 line (Line), the generation (Generation), the location (Location), and the replication number within location (Rep).
, with heterozygous markers treated as missing. This dataset identifies the SNP marker number (Marker), chromosome on which the SNP marker resides (Chrom), and the position (in basepairs) of the SNP on the chromosome (Genomic Position).
The -log10(p-value) for the marker at each location (Live Oak 2013 significance, Citra significance, Live Oak 2015 significance) is denoted with an asterisk to indicate a score above the FDR threshold of 5%. The identity of each GBS-derived marker allele is also provided (Early Hegari-Sart, Bk7). based on a significant association between SNP markers and phenotype (Locus Area), the number of markers within the locus (Number of Markers), the number of markers per Mb (Markers/area), the marker with the lowest p-value given as the -log10(p) (Highest Score), the identity of the marker with the lowest p-value (Marker Name) and its position (Marker position). Table S5 Allele-specific PCR to identify 'Bk7'-derived alleles on chromosome 9 in four anthracnose-resistant cultivars. The name (Primer Name) and sequence (Primer Sequence),
(listed 5' to 3') for each primer are provided. The GBS-derived SNP markers that formed the basis for the primers are identified by their name (SNP Marker), position on chromosome 9
(Position, in basepair), and the identity of the 'Bk7' allele of the SNP marker (SNP Nucleotide).
The presence of a 'Bk7' SNP allele in the cultivars (Cultivars) at the various SNP markers is indicated by a gray "X". The optimal annealing temperature (Tm , ∘ C ) for each primer pair and the PCR program are also provided. Association between the markers and disease phenotype using the four different resistance scales (see Table S2 ), with heterozygous markers treated as missing. The blue line represents the 'extremely resistant scale', the red line represents the 'resistant scale', the green line represents the 'susceptible scale', and the gold line represent the 'polarized scale'. Original GBS data from 2015 in hapmat format. The hapmat format, written as .hmp in the file extension, provides information on the marker name (rs#), the variant nucleotides in the SNP marker (alleles), the chromosome or super contig to which the marker aligned (chrom), the position on the chromosome (pos), whether the sequence aligned to the forward or reverse strand (strand), and the sequencing results for the different lines, including the parents.
